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Abstract
PVT or Phase Behavior Study involves the study of reservoir (oil and gas
mixture) fluid samples by simulating the reservoir conditions in the laboratory
under various conditions of pressures, temperatures and volumes. This reduces
the uncertainty in reservoir fluid properties, provide a sound foundation for
reservoir engineering studies, and improve returns on investment efficiency. A
successful oil and gas reservoir development depends upon a knowledge of the
reservoir properties. Understanding of the volumetric and phase behaviour of
petroleum fluids is indispensable in predicting the performance of petroleum
reservoir and in guiding the selection of production techniques.The physical
properties of the reservoir fluid enable the reservoir analyst to evaluate the
yield in terms of gas and oil volume at surface with respect to the unit volume
of reservoir fluid. These data are necessary in estimating the performance of
the reservoir.
The motivation behind the present investigation is related to phase behaviour
analysis study of MDT-Bottom hole samples of wedge out area of Western
offshore Basin, Mumbai. The correlation of GOR (v/v) with Bubble point
pressure has been studied. Altogether 20 bottom hole samples from this area
were studied to understand the reservoir fluid’s physical properties. These
samples represents Panvel (L-III), Mukta, Bassein, Basal Clastic, L-VI, and LIII Ratnagiri formation. Studied samples belong to lower Miocene, Oligocene
and Eocene which houses major reserves and are prolific producers.
Keywords: GOR, FVF, PVT Correlations, PVT Data, Reservoir Fluid
Properties
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INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of the PVT parameters is a requirement for all types of petroleum
calculations such as determination of hydrocarbon flowing properties, predicting
future performance, designing and production facilities and planning methods of
enhanced oil recovery. A successful oil and gas reservoir development depends upon
a knowledge of the reservoir properties. Thorough understanding of the volumetric
and phase behaviour of petroleum fluids is indispensable in predicting the
performance of petroleum reservoir and in guiding the selection of production
techniques.
The basic data with which these predictions are made may be obtained from empirical
testing data and generalized correlations. Since the chemical and physical properties
of petroleum fluids vary from reservoir to reservoir, generalized prediction of the
fluid properties are difficult to make in a common way.
Phase Behaviour Laboratory, Regional Geoscience Laboratory, Oil &Natural Gas
Corporation Ltd, Mumbai, is well equipped with Mercury Free PVT Console-Fluid
Eval Equipment system. With this arrangement, the following studies on reservoir
fluids are used to carry out.
¾

Determination of Bubble point pressure (Pb) of the bottom hole oil sample or
recombination sample at reservoir pressure and temperature.

¾

Flash and differential vaporization study of bottom hole oil sample at reservoir
condition for determination of Gas –Oil ratio (GOR).

¾

Determination of Oil-Gas Formation volume Factor (FVF), Isothermal
compressibility and Isobaric thermal expansion study.

¾

Measurement of Dynamic and Kinematic Viscosity of reservoir bottom hole
oil sample.

¾

Phase Envelop study

The differential liberation study of the gas phase of the bottom hole sample at
reservoir temperature to deliver
¾

Shrinkage of the liquid phase as a function of pressure.

¾

Density of residual oil.

¾

Solubility of the gas in the oil as a function of pressure.

¾

Density of liquid phase as a function of pressure.

¾

The compressibility of liberated gas phase as a function of pressure and

¾

The gas gravity or density of the liberated gas at atmospheric conditions.

The present investigation is related to phase behaviour analysis study of MDT-Bottom
hole samples of wedge out (WO) area of Western offshore Basin, Mumbai. Mumbai
Wedge out structure is located on the SW of Bombay High. The area is located in the
Bombay High-DCS (Deep Continental Shelf) Tectonic block covering the shelf
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platform adjoining the western Bombay High. The dominant structural trend in this
area is the NW-SE trend along which the major faults are aligned and the ENE-WSW
trend along which strike slip component is also apparent from lateral displacement of
some of the structural highs.
The area to the north west of the main Bombay High field has been under exploration
for the last 4-5 decades. After the discovery of Bombay High field, the initial stage of
hydrocarbon exploration in this area was primarily targeted on major structural
features which led to the drilling of several structural prospects within multiple
reservoirs dominantly within carbonates of Early Miocene, Oligocene and Late to
Middle Eocene age (Ratnagiri, Panvel, Heera, Mukta and Bassein), and to a lesser
extent, in Eocene-Paleocene sands within Panna/Basal Clastics.
In the present investigation, a comparative study of PVT experimental and correlation
data was initiated for Bottom hole samples of wedge out area, Mumbai. Correlation of
bubble point pressure with Gas oil ratio(GOR) (v/v) revealed that for a black oil
system, GOR increases linearly with increase in the bubble point pressure. Oil sample
saturated with gas cap cause a little deviation in the linear relation.
A graph is plotted with gas oil ratio on x-axis and the bubble point pressure on y-axis
as shown in the following figures. From the graph it is seen that for an undersaturated black oil system, the Gas Oil Ratio increases linearly with increase the
bubble point pressure as it is seen by a number of different samples. But the sample
saturated with gas cap cause a little deviation in the linear relation as shown in the
graph.
The linear equation between the two variables is given by:
Y = 25.242X – 70.664
Where,
X = Gas Oil Ratio (v/v)
Y = Bubble Point Pressure (psig)
Table-1
S.No. Sample

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Reservoir
Type
Under Saturated
-do-do-do-do-do-doGas Reservoir

Bubble Point
Pressure
(Pb)(Psig)
1601.5
357.6
1603.3
1548.9
184.4
1409.3
1065.2
-

G.O.R.
(Gas Oil
Ratio)(V/V)
64.87
2.52
68.21
66.37
1.7
61.39
43.02
-

Formation
Volume
Factor)(psig)
1.2802
1.1445
1.3416
1.2875
1.1001
1.301
1.2126
-
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S.No. Sample

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18

18

19
20

19
20

Reservoir
Type
Gas Reservoir
Under Saturated
-do-do-do-do-do-doSaturated with gas
cap
Saturated with gas
cap
Gas Reservoir
Gas Reservoir

Bubble Point
Pressure
(Pb)(Psig)
1927.4
1122.3
1209.4
1024.4
1232.5
1412
1227
4530

G.O.R.
(Gas Oil
Ratio)(V/V)
123.5
56.5
59.9
48.5
52.34
66.37
57.39
124.85

Formation
Volume
Factor)(psig)
1.5716
1.2479
1.2826
1.2292
1.2697
1.3185
1.2896
1.47

3470

134.8

1.3821

-

-

-

Correlation of Bubble Point Pressure & GOR:
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Fig-1: Bubble point pressure v/s GOR
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Fig-2: Bubble point pressure v/s GOR
The Bubble Point Pressure vs. GOR trend shows that oils with higher GOR have a
higher bubble point pressure, since the more volatile hydrocarbons tend to separate
out of the liquid phase even at a fairly small decline in reservoir pressure, and hence a
high bubble point.
A Linear Regression operation is performed on the given data using Microsoft Excel
to get a relation between Bubble Point Pressure and Gas Oil Ratio.
This part tells us how finely the calculated linear regression equation fits with our
source data.
Multiple R: It is the Correlation Coefficient that measures the strength of a linear
relationship between two variables. The correlation coefficient can be any value
between -1 and 1, and its absolute value indicates the relationship strength. The larger
the absolute value, the stronger the relationship.
Here, the value is 0.883272 showing there exists a strong relationship between Bubble
Point Pressure and GOR
R Square: It is the Coefficient of Determination, which is used as an indicator of the
goodness of fit. It shows how many points fall on the regression line. The R2 value is
calculated from the total sum of squares, more precisely, it is the sum of the squared
deviations of the original data from the mean.
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In our present investigation, R2 is 0.78, which is a good fit. It means that 78% of our
values fit the regression analysis model. In other words, 78% of the dependent
variables (y-values/ Bubble Point Pressure) are explained by the independent
variables (x-values/ GOR ).
Adjusted R Square: It is the R square adjusted for the number of independent
variable in the model.
Standard Error: It shows the precision of the regression analysis. The smaller the
number, the more certain you can be about your regression equation.
Observations: It is simply the number of observations in the model. Actually samples
are 20, but 4 of them are gas reservoirs, hence only 16 observations are considered.
The second part of the output is Analysis of Variance (ANOVA).
Regression
Residual
Total

df
1
14
15

SS
16291.56
4590.54
20882.1

MS
16291.56
327.8957

F
49.6852

Significance F
5.78x10-6

Basically, it splits the sum of squares into individual components that give
information about the levels of variability within our regression model:
df is the number of the degrees of freedom associated with the sources of variance.
SS is the sum of squares. The smaller the Residual SS compared with the Total SS,
the better our model fits the data.
MS is the mean square.
F is the F-statistic or F-test for the null hypothesis. It is used to test the overall
significance of the model.
Significance F is the P-value of F.
The Significance F value gives an idea of how reliable (statistically significant) our
results are. Since Significance F equal to 5.78x10-6 and is less than 0.05 (5%),
therefore the model is OK.
Coefficients:
This section provides specific information about the components of the analysis:
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%
Intercept
16.36629
8.194632 1.997197 0.065622 -1.20944 33.94203
X Variable 1 0.030907
0.004385 7.048773 5.78x10-6 0.021503 0.040312
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The most useful component in this section is Coefficients. It enables us to build
a linear regression equation in Excel:
y = bx + a
For our data set, where x is the GOR and y is the Bubble Point Pressure, our linear
regression formula goes as follows:
Y = GOR Coefficient * X + Intercept
Equipped with ‘a’ and ‘b’ values, it turns into:
Y=0.030907*X +16.36629
Residuals
If we compare the estimated and actual GOR corresponding to the Bubble Point
Pressure of 1601.5 psig, we will see that these numbers are slightly different:
Estimated: 65.8625v/v (calculated above)
Actual: 64.87v/v (row 1 of the source data)
There is a difference because independent variables are never perfect predictors of the
dependent variables. And the residuals can help us to understand how far away the
actual values are from the predicted values:
Residual Output:
Observation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Predicted X
65.86425
27.41872
65.91988
64.23853
22.06559
59.92388
49.28869
75.93692
51.0535
53.74552
48.02768
54.45947
60.00733
54.28949
156.3761
123.6144

Residuals
-0.99425
-24.8987
2.290118
2.131472
-20.3656
1.466124
-6.26869
47.56308
5.446504
6.154482
0.472323
-2.11947
6.362674
3.100515
-31.5261
11.18556
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Fig-3: Y Variable 1 line plot
For the first data point (Bubble Point Pressure of 1601.5), the residual is
approximately -0.99425. So, we add this number to the predicted value, and get the
actual value: 65.86425 – 0.99425 = 64.87.
From the above analysis and discussion it can be appealed that this model that we
have developed- a linear relationship between Bubble Point Pressure and GOR are
closely matching with the experimental data and overall error is very less and can be
neglected.
METHODOLOGY
The PVT analysis of 20 Mumbai Offshore well samples were carried out in the
laboratory at reservoir conditions, mainly under the following steps:
Single Stage Flash Liberation study
Determination of Bubble Point pressure
Differential Liberation study
The valve opening pressure of sample (VOP) is determined. The samples were
warmed, rocked and gradually pressurized above reservoir pressure to homogenize
the sample over a period of 2-4 days prior to transfer to PVT cell.
A measured quantity of homogenous reservoir fluid sample was charged to PVT cell
by withdrawing the piston in the PVT cell.
(A) Single Stage Flash Liberation study
A single stage flash liberation study is conducted at reservoir temperature and charge
pressure / bottom hole pressure. A single stage flash liberation of gas and oil from
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reservoir fluid sample is performed at BHT and bottom hole pressure, down to
ambient conditions. The gas is collected in the Gasometer. The two stabilized phases
of gas and liquid are analyzed by gas chromatography.
(B) Determination of Bubble Point pressure
In Constant Mass Expansion (CME) study, the reservoir fluid in PVT cell is at
reservoir temperature and pressure. The pressure of the system is lowered stepwise by
increasing the volume. The Video Tracker System of the equipment is used to detect
the appearance of first gas bubble and measure the fluid volumes. The appearance of
first bubble is caught on camera and the conditions are recorded. After noting down
the readings, pressurized the reservoir fluids back to the charge pressure in order to
bring the fluid into a single phase.
A graphical plot of the relative volume with respect to corresponding pressure also
gives the bubble point pressure.
(C) Differential Liberation study
In Differential liberation test, Pressure depletion up to the first specified pressure
stage below bubble point is attained and equilibrium condition is achieved. The
pressure and volume of the total mixture is recorded. Equilibrium gas is removed
from top of PVT cell while maintaining constant pressure. The volume of fluid
remaining in the pump cell at the pressure stage is recorded. Differential liberation
test is done at 4-6 pressures stages below the bubble point pressure. This test
measures the amount of gas in solution as a function of pressure and the resultant
shrinkage of the oil when this gas is released from solution. The composition of the
liberated gas and incremental gas gravity were measured in standard conditions at
each pressure level. The volume and weight of the remaining oil in the cell is
measured. This final volume is referred as residual or dead oil volume.
The data obtained during the study is used to calculate Gas FVF (Bg), Oil FVF (Bo),
Reservoir oil density, Solution GOR and Liberated GOR.
The composition of the natural gas was measured in Shimadzu Natural Gas Analyzer.
The composition of oil was determined in Shimadzu Gas Chromatograph fitted with a
Capillary Column using Flame Ionization Detector.
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